
Central Arizona vs. Arizona 
October 11, 2008 

 
Central Arizona 010     00 1   4   6 
Arizona  40(13) 5X 22 19 0 
 
Central 1st 
BRYAN singled up the middle; BRYAN called out for leaving early; FLORES struck out 
swinging; SMITH grounded out to 2B.  
 
Arizona 1st 
LASTRAPES doubled into left center; SCHUTZLER reached on an error by 2B, 
LASTRAPES advanced to third; KORIA grounded out to SS, RBI, SCHUTZLER 
advanced to second, LASTRAPES scored; LELES walked; BANISTER singled to right 
advanced to second on the throw, RBI, LELES advanced to third, SCHUTZLER scored; 
ROTH popped out to 1B; ARREDONDO walked; ARRIOLA singled up the middle, 2 
RBI, ARREDONDO advanced to second, BANISTER scored, LELES scored; MALINA 
grounded out to P. 
4 runs, 3 hits, 2 LOB 
 
Central 2nd 
DUNLAP struck out, advanced to first on a wild pitch; DUNLAP advanced to second on 
a wild pitch; DUNLAP stole third; MARQUEZ singled through the left side, RBI, 
DUNLAP scored; NICHOLS lined out to SS; TAMAYO reached on a fielder’s choice, 
MARQUEZ out at second 3B to 2B; ISPAN grounded out to SS. 
1 run, unearned, 1 hit, 1 LOB 
 
Arizona 2nd 
LASTRAPES popped out to 3B; SCHUTZLER popped out to 3B; KORIA reached on an 
error by SS; BUCHANAN pinch ran for KORIA; BUCHANAN stole second; LELES 
walked; BANISTER singled to SS, LELES advanced to second, BUCHANAN advanced 
to third; ROTH lined out to RF. 
 
Central 3rd 
MOORE reached base on a catcher’s interference; MOORE stole second; RINCON 
reached on a fielder’s choice, out at second P to 3B to SS to P to 3B to SS; BRYAN 
grounded out to P; FLORES grounded out to 2B. 
 
Arizona 3rd 
ARREDONDO singled to P, bunt; ARRIOLA walked, ARREDONDO advanced to 
second; MALINA reached on an error by 1B, sacrifice hit, ARRIOLA advanced to third, 
ARREDONDO scored; LASTRAPES homered to left center, 3 RBI, MALINA scored, 
unearned, ARRIOLA scored; SCHUTZLER singled to P, bunt; KORIA singled up the 
first base line, SCHUTZLER advanced to second; BUCHANAN pinch ran for KORIA;  
LELES doubled to right center, 2 RBI, BUCHANAN scored, SCHUTZLER scored; 
BANISTER singled to left, LELES advanced to third; KEMP pinch ran for BANISTER; 



ROTH reached on an error by 1B, KEMP advanced to third, LELES scored; 
ARREDONDO homered to right center, 3 RBI, ROTH scored, unearned, KEMP scored; 
ARRIOLA grounded out to SS; MALINA grounded out to 3B; LASTRAPES walked; 
SCHUTZLER doubled to left center, RBI, LASTRAPES scored; KORIA singled through 
the left side, SCHUTZLER advanced to third; LELES singled to P, KORIA advanced to 
second, SCHUTZLER scored; KEMP pinch ran for KORIA; BANKS reached on an 
error, advanced to second, LELES advanced to third, KEMP scored; GONZALEZ struck 
out swinging. 
13 runs, 2 unearned, 10 hits, 2 LOB 
 
Central 4th 
SMITH struck out swinging; DUNLAP singled through the left side; MARQUEZ 
grounded into a double play, 2B to SS to 1B, DUNLAP out on the play. 
 
Arizona 4th 
ARREDONDO singled through the right side; ARRIOLA singled into center, 
ARREDONDO advanced to second; MALINA singled through the left side, ARRIOLA 
advanced to second, ARREDONDO advanced to third; LASTRAPES homered to right, 4 
RBI, grand slam; SCHUTZLER struck out looking; KORIA struck out swinging; LELES 
doubled to center; BANKS reached on a fielding error by LF, advanced to second, 
LELES scored, unearned; GONZALEZ struck out swinging. 
5 runs, 1 unearned, 5 hits, 1 LOB 
 
Central 5th 
YELLOWHAIR struck out swinging; PARRACK singled down the left field line; 
SCOFIELD struck out swinging; MOORE grounded out to 2B. 


